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Escopazzo 

"Beer and Live Music"

Escopazzo is a typical bar for young ones and the thirty-somethings.

Warm and welcoming, it offers themed nights all through the week except

Monday. There are live music sessions and karaoke, much to the delight

of those who love soothing music in company of tantalizing cocktails and

a wide selection of beer and wine. They also offer an array of appetizers to

complement your drink. So visit Escopazzo with your friends to enjoy a

vibrant night out.

 +39 3896835618  www.escopazzo.it/  Info@escopazzo.it  Via d'Aracoeli 41, Rome
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Ice Club 

"Ice Ice Baby!"

Rome's premier club made with the concept of real ice, Ice Club is

definitely a must visit spot! From the glasses and the bar, to the decor and

the walls, everything is ice! The structure of this place needs to be worked

upon with fresh ice specially transported from England every nine months.

At -5 degrees centigrade inside, the furry seating area is the only place

spared of ice. Enjoy the creative cocktails in ice glasses, happy hours and

a fun gang of friends. The DJ place some great music for a memorable

time. For reservations and more information, call ahead.

 +39 06 9784 5581  www.iceclubroma.it/  info@iceclubroma.it  Via della Madonna dei Monti

18, Rome
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Salotto 42 

"Star-Studded Hangout"

If the owners - a Swedish model and her Italian beau - do not add enough

glitter to this bar, the influx of local and international celebrities makes up

for it. Settle into funky, stuffed armchairs and enjoy the ambiance of the

comfy dining area, designed to look like a posh living-room in a swanky

modern home. Salotto 42 also doubles up as a coffee shop for a quick

snack or a cup of the steaming brew. There is a smorgasbord of

Scandinavian cuisine, with delicious Swedish finger food to choose from.

Art and fashion magazines (carelessly strewn about) help to while away

time rather than twiddling thumbs.

 +39 06 678 5804  www.salotto42.it/  bookbar@salotto42.it  Piazza di Pietra 42, Rome
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Femme 

"A Girly Night Out"

Girls looking to enjoy a night on the town are sure to love Femme, a wine

and cocktail bar decked out in shades of pink, and offering a good

selection of drinks and hors d'oeuvres. Happy Hour is a good time to drop

by, for that is when you are sure to get some good deals, making your

experience even more enjoyable.

 +39 06 686 4862  Via del Pellegrino 14, Rome
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Ristorante Bar del Fico 

"A Café for Night Owls"

Bar del Fico is located in the Centro Storico. The courteous service is

maintained in this popular café until early morning hours. The pastries (all

of which are made in-house) and the variety of snacks are all of high

quality. The outside porch is often full of revelers who wish to enjoy their

spirits while the sun shines overhead. A great place for people-watching,

relaxing, and grabbing a bite, there's plenty of reasons to check this place

out.

 +39 06 889 1373  info@bardelfico.com  Via della Pace 34/35, Rome
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Bramante 

"Old-Style Cafe Bar"

This large, welcoming cocktail bar, located in the historic center, is

generally frequented by young and old alike and is also a meeting place

for tourists. In the afternoon it is possible to choose from a vast array of

teas and in the evening, order dinner from a wide selection of Italian

specialties. This bar is well known for its rare and curious furniture,

reminiscent of the furniture in French palaces of the 1700s. Check out the

website for more information.

 +39 06 6880 9035  chiostrodelbramante.it/inf

o/caffetteria/

 sibille@chiostrodelbramant

e.it

 Via della Pace 25, Chiostro

del Bramante, Rome
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Fluid 

"Going with the Flow!"

Fluid has everything it takes to show you a good time, giving you a taste

of Rome's nightlife that you will not easily forget. The name is apt, and not

just because of the laid back atmosphere where everyone goes with the

flow. At every turn, the decor gives you the feel of being in a fluid world,

right from the ice cube like chairs to the screen that shows every

movement as a ripple of water. But the fluids that are the real attractions

are the cocktails, with a fantastic selection that comprises numerous

varieties of mojitos, martinis and more. The dancefloor where you can

groove to the DJs beats adds the finishing touch to a great night out.

 +39 06 683 2361  www.fluideventi.com/  info@fluideventi.com  Via del Governo Vecchio

46/47, Rome
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Freni e Frizioni 

"Trendy Aperitivo Bar, Large Buffet"

A relaxed atmosphere, cool music, a hip young crowd, inventive cocktails

and endless healthy free food. This is what to expect from Freni Frizioni,

one of the best examples of an aperitivo' bar that Rome has to offer.

Popular in the north of Italy, the aperitivo is Italy's answer to pre-dinner

cocktails. Couscous, grilled vegetables, bruschetta and pastas are

constantly replenished as the stylish young crowd chows down while

sipping on their drinks. The bar itself has a laid back alternative vibe with

mix-matched vintage furniture, stacks of club flyers and blasting beats.

Once an auto body shop, hence the name: Freni (breaks) and Frizioni

(clutch), the bar accommodates patrons both inside as well as outside on

the large adjacent piazza. A favorite among Romans in the know,

especially during the summer when the outside piazza is in full swing, this

bar retains its allure well into the night. Check out the website for more

information.

 +39 06 4549 7499  www.freniefrizioni.com  info@freniefrizioni.com  Via del Politeama 4-6, Rome

Rec 23 

"Hip Bar & Resturant"

Rec 23 is a trendy bar and restaurant popular among locals and often

packed on weekends. With an elegant and chic atmosphere, it has a great

menu with a wide range of dishes as well as an impressive drink menu

offering specialty cocktails that differ depending on the day of the week.

Rec 23 is also the ideal place to spend an evening and enjoy live band

performances. Reservations are recommended.

 +39 06 8746 2147  www.rec23.com/  info@rec23.com  Piazza del l'Emporio 2, Rome
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Stravinskij Bar 

"The Garden Bar"

An urban chic one that it is, Stravinskij Bar is housed in Hotel de Russie.

The beautifully landscaped courtyard of the hotel, features the bar where

one can relish light refreshments along with a range of delicious

cocktails.The classy yet hip bar is the best place to enjoy martini cocktails,

especially 'De Russie Martini' and caviar, along with some really nice

music.

 +39 06 3288 8874  www.hotelderussie.it/dining/stravin

skij-bar/

 Via del Babuino 9, Hotel de Russie,

Rome
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Sorpasso 

"Bar For Cool Cocktails"

Sorpasso is a chilled out and lively place for stopping after a tiring day of

shopping or to spend the evening with a group of friends and a drink. The

fully stocked bar is known for the unique collection of cocktails, liquors

and wines. The Italian menu consists of delicacies like the pastas, salads,

soups, trapizzini, beef carpaccio and lots more. If not drinks you may also

want to top up your meals with the strong coffees or desserts. For

reservations and more information, call ahead.

 +39 06 8902 4554  www.sorpasso.info/web/  info@sorpasso.info  Via Properzio 31-33, Rome
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Nazca 

"Jolly Nights"

Recreating the nightlife scene of America in Rome is Nazca. Established in

2001, this place is named after the vast arid region of Peru, and staying in

tune with the theme the walls of this place is embellished with beautiful

Peruvian artworks. Sit on their cozy and comfortable booths with your

friends, sipping on cocktails, while the DJ spins off house and electronic

music. A menu of tantalizing appetizers, to accompany your drink, are also

offered.

 +39 06 4544 7372  Via del Gazometro 40-42, Rome

Doppiozeroo 

"A Place to Mingle"

A trendy bar in the district of Ostiense, Doppiozeroo is popular on

weekends. It's a happening spot during aperitivo hours, as the locals come

here to mingle before heading to bars and restaurants. The venue offers a

variety of lunch specials, a tea room, and a full-service restaurant.

Doppiozeroo has a classy, yet relaxed feel to it. Check the website or call

ahead for precise timings.

 +39 06 5730 1961  doppiozeroo.com/  info@doppiozeroo.it  Via Ostiense 68, Rome
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ABC American Bar & Coffee 

"To Party Every Night!"

A night out drinking or just for coffee? ABC American Bar & Coffee has it

all. This unique coffee bar offers a variety of activities to make your visit

here more than just worth it. The American delicacies, burgers,

sandwiches, teas, coffees, chocolates, pastas are all amazing, whereas

sushi is available on advance booking as well. The cocktails are extensive

here, creative and new; in addition to a wide selection of beers and wines.

You may love to be here for the theme nights or organize your own events

for special memories. Live music is an important feature here, and the

crowd absolutely loves the loudness. There are a lot of photographers and

artists who showcase their beautiful works here. Open till late everyday,

except Tuesdays, you need not wait for a weekend to celebrate. Be sure

to carry cash only. Check out the website, or call ahead for more

information.

 +39 06 9992 9697  www.abcbar.it/  info@abcbar.it  Via Pian di Sco 60 a/b/c,

Rome
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